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Preface 
This volume is a companion to Volume 1 of Negotiating our future: living 
scenarios for Australia to 2050, a book arising from a three-year national research 
project by a consortium led by the Australian Academy of Science, with funding 
from the Australian Research Council. The title and statement of intent for the 
project is Australia 2050: toward more environmentally sustainable and socially 
equitable ways of living. 

The first phase of the project was structured around a four-day workshop in late 
July 2011 at Bowral, NSW, involving 35 participants and leading to the present 
two-volume book. The workshop was based on the Dahlem model, a formula 
that has proved to be effective in facilitating interdisciplinary communication and 
cooperation. As applied here, this model centred on four interdisciplinary working 
groups that intensively examined the challenges of environmental sustainability 
and social equity, using four different foci: i) system resilience; ii) social and 
cultural perspectives; iii) scenarios for Australian futures; and iv) quantitative 
models. Volume 1 includes chapters reporting the findings of these four working 
groups together with an overall synthesis.

The present volume contains 14 background papers prepared before the workshop 
to review current knowledge, assess knowledge gaps and provide initial opinions 
in a range of key areas. Early drafts of these papers were circulated to all 
participants in advance in lieu of formal presentations of prepared papers at the 
workshop. The papers form a significant body of resource material supporting the 
findings presented in Volume 1. 

The 14 chapters in this volume cover a wide range of topics relevant to the 
overall theme of the workshop and the project. Chapters 1–7 describe aspects 
of Australia’s present state and trajectory, including health, population, social 
dimensions, food security and biophysical sustainability. Chapters 8–11 deal with 
the challenges of modelling the Australian system. Chapters 12–14 deal with 
scenarios and narratives and the tussle between objective realities and subjective 
aspirations in navigating the future.

All contributions (as with Volume 1) have been peer-reviewed under the guidance 
of the Workshop Steering Committee. In addition to responding to review 
comments some authors took the opportunity for major rewriting of material after 
the workshop to take account of feedback at the workshop itself and to provide 
better support for the overviews in Volume 1.

Michael Raupach, Tony McMichael, John Finnigan, Lenore Manderson,  
Brian Walker (Project Steering Committee)
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Chapter 2

System-resilience perspectives on  

sustainability and equity in Australia

Nicola J. Grigg, Brian H. Walker, Anthony Capon, Barney Foran, Rita Parker,  

Jenny Stewart, Richard Stirzaker, Bill Young (System-Resilience Group)

We assume that sustainable and equitable futures require non-declining human 

wellbeing built upon a diverse wealth base, including natural, human, built, social 

and knowledge capital. We hypothesise that human wellbeing is linked to this wealth 

base via social-ecological interactions: systems of biophysical processes transforming 

and transporting material and energy, mediated by social processes. Attempts to 

understand complex social-ecological systems highlight the incompleteness of 

current knowledge and the illusiveness of comprehensive knowledge of such systems. 

Resilience assessments provide useful insights into system responses to shocks.  

We consider past and potential shocks to Australia and the characteristics of social-

ecological systems that provide resilience to them. We draw more general insights 

about resilience in Australia, including identifying signs of systemic drivers of 

possible futures and the requirements for adaptive and transformative capacities to 

create diverse options for maintaining wellbeing.
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Figure 1: Activity in one part of the system leads to unanticipated (sometimes bizarre) consequences 

elsewhere via unappreciated connections. The above images show landscapes and human experiences  

that are instrumental in meeting market demands but are not visible at the point of sale. a) Asparagus crops 

in the Ica Valley, Peru—an example of land use and water decisions in Peru being driven by markets for 

asparagus in Europe [2] (photograph: Nick Hepworth, Water Witness International); b) global demand 

for gold creates places like the ‘super pit’at Kalgoorlie, WA (photograph: istockphoto.com); c) Factory 

conditions under which products are made are not apparent when items are purchased. (photograph: 

istockphoto.com); d) the Murray mouth in South Australia in 1981, closed completely: water use and 

regulation practices across several Australian states in the Murray–Darling Basin meant that flows to  

the ocean were inadequate to overcome accumulation of sand at the mouth of the river. The mouth closed  

again in 2002 and was kept open from 2002 to 2010 thanks to daily 24-hour dredging at a cost of more than  

$40 million. The dredging ensured ongoing connectivity between the ocean and the Coorong, an important 

wetland protected under the international Ramsar Convention. Despite dredging, the Coorong reached a 

salinity of five times that of seawater during this period, with devastating ecological impacts (photograph: 

South Australian Department of Environment, Water and Natural Resources). 

1 Introduction What is resilience and why does it matter?

The resilience perspective recognises that our world is a place of dynamic change. 

Changes occur in an interlinked way, so deliberate actions that aim to bring about 

 !"# $%&!'$! !()&"'*"! +& !,-.&$!/& 0!.,!1$ $.'"') .&0!2 $0!),.&$.' //3!1$4 $.&05!

consequences elsewhere. Unanticipated consequences can manifest themselves on 

different time scales and in physically different ways to the triggering action.  

The images in Figure 1, for example, convey consequences of market decisions 

that are not made explicit at the point of sale. A purchase of asparagus, gold ring 

or cotton shirt, for example, is rarely accompanied by an appreciation of the 

a)

c)

b)

d)
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impacts on landscapes and the people instrumental in bringing those items to 

market. Insights into system resilience point to a set of approaches that enable  

us to work more effectively within such systems. 

This chapter outlines the contribution that a resilience perspective brings to the 

focus question: What is our realistic vision for an ecologically, economically and 

socially sustainable Australia in 2050 and beyond? Our perspective is informed 

by the growing body of Australian and international work on resilience. Precise 

0&*$'.',$(!,-!+&('/'&$"&!6 +3!789:;<!+&=&".'$%!.# .!'.!'(!.#&!-,"1(!,-! $! ".'6&<!

&6,/6'$%! +& !,-!+&(& +"#>!?&! 0,).!.#&!-,//,4'$%!0&*$'.',$@!the capacity of a 

system to absorb disturbance and reorganise so as to retain essentially the same 

function, structure and feedbacks—to have the same identity [8]. Resilience is 

closely related to two additional concepts: i) adaptive capacity—the capacity of 

 %&$.(!2&>%>!'$0'6'01 /(<!A1('$&((&(<!",BB1$'.'&(5!.,!'$=1&$"&!A,.#!+&('/'&$"&! $0!

future trajectories within a system; and ii) transformative capacity—the capacity 

to transform into a different system (e.g. a domestic transport system reliant on 

liquid fuels transforming to one powered by diverse energy sources).

Resilience is independent of value judgements about whether system functionality 

is desirable or not. Adaptive capacity and transformative capacity, on the other 

# $0<!+&=&".!A,.#!(.+1".1+ /!"# + ".&+'(.'"(!,-! !(3(.&B!7C;! $0!.#&! A'/'.3!.,!

(.&&+!4'.#'$!,+!+&(# )&! !(3(.&B!.,!+&=&".!6 /1&(! $0!(1AD&".'6&!D10%B&$.(>!E#&!

",$"&).!,-!F/'6'$%!("&$ +',(G!7"# ).&+(!H! $0!I!'$!.#'(!6,/1B&;!'$6,/6&(!*$0'$%!

ways to explore these interactions between values, system structure, resilience, 

adaptive and transformative capacities, and potential consequences for future 

trajectories.

Just as 40 years ago Australia was a very different place from the Australia of 

today. The Australia of 2050 will be different again. Our vision of Australia 

'(!$,.! !(. .'"!)'".1+&@!.#&!J1(.+ /' $!(3(.&B!2 (!0&*$&0!/ .&+!'$!.#'(!"# ).&+5!

is continually subjected to a variety of internal and external factors and our 

responses either amplify or dampen their effects. If there are aspects of Australian 

life we’d like to be resilient in coming decades, that resilience will not come from 

trying to prevent or avoid change. Rather, in resilient systems boundaries are 

probed, novelty generated and selection processes operate that determine which 

system characteristics are retained and lost over time. The term ‘resilience’ has 

become commonplace in policy and planning documents, with various meanings 

ascribed to it. It is sometimes regarded as a buzzword and dismissed as unhelpful 

[10]. One aim of this chapter is to provide an account that offers clarity on the 

meaning and usefulness of the concept. 

A potential source of confusion is that the meaning of resilience is context 

0&)&$0&$.@!'$! $! " 0&B'"!) )&+!'.!" $!A&!0&*$&0!)+&"'(&/3! $0!1(&0!'$!
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 "",+0 $"&!4'.#!.# .!0&*$'.',$K!B,+&!%&$&+ //3!2'$!A,.#! " 0&B'"! $0!$,$L

academic settings), it is useful as a broad concept embracing adaptive and 

.+ $(-,+B .'6&!" ) "'.'&(! (!4&//! (!)+&"'(&!0&*$'.',$(!,-!+&('/'&$"&>

Resilience (in the broad sense) matters because, as Australia develops over the 

next 40 years, our response in the face of disturbances and change will be a key 

determinant of the wellbeing of the Australian population. The changes anticipated 

for Australia between now and 2050 include a wide range of key areas:

1. The number of people will increase [Hugo, Chapter 3 in Volume 2].  

Total population estimates for 2050 range from 30 million to 42 million [11].

2. The population is expected to reflect a different and more diverse set of 

values and ethnic origins than in 2012. Aspirations, identity and values 

change markedly on a 40-year time scale.

3. Employment—both the type of work and how we perform our workplace 

functions—will continually change in response to technology, the 

marketplace and aspirations.

4. Where and how we live will change in response to an interacting set of 

influences, including changing population, employment and energy use 

[Manderson and Alford, Chapter 4 in Volume 2].

5. Forty years of changing market conditions will influence changes in the 

education and skills of the population.

6. Australian environmental conditions will change: effects of climate change, 

water allocation and land-use decisions will all be factors in shaping the 

‘habitat’ for Australians. 

7. Physical health and wellbeing are likely to change [Butler, Chapter 2 in 

Volume 2].

8. Perceptions on safety and security will continue to change and how we go 

about achieving safety and security will evolve with economic and social 

implications.

In workshop discussions at Bowral, NSW, the argument was made that the notion 

of a nation-state has become all-pervasive and unquestioning and yet, as currently 

operating, nation-states are poorly equipped to handle humanity’s planet-scale 

‘natural security’ issues that cross borders. In this chapter, we assume that the 

nation-state of Australia exists in 2050. In our vision for 2050, we consider 

Australia’s contribution not only to the wellbeing of Australians (the interest of 

the nation-state), but also Australia’s contribution to global sustainability and 

human wellbeing. 
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2 Conceptual framework

System feedbacks

When assessing a system’s resilience, a key emphasis is to recognise the 

feedbacks in system interconnections. A system feedback is where a chain of 

cause and effect forms a loop, so that consequences of a change have an impact 

back at the source of the change. Feedbacks can either amplify or dampen the 

effects of change. A bank run is an example of an amplifying feedback: customers 

withdraw bank deposits, thereby increasing the likelihood of bank default and, 

in turn, further increasing the number of customers withdrawing deposits. 

Temperature regulation in the human body provides an example of dampening 

feedback loops. For example, when body temperatures increase due to exercise  

it triggers sweating, which results in evaporative cooling.

Feedback loops are not always obvious. For example, it might be expected that 

"# $%'$%!&$%'$&!.&"#$,/,%3!.,!'$"+& (&!-1&/!&-*"'&$"3!4,1/0!/& 0!.,!+&01"&0!

6&#'"/&!=&&.!-1&/!0&B $0!,6&+!.'B&>!M1.!&6'0&$"&!,6&+!) (.!0&" 0&(!),'$.(!.,! 

 !(&.!,-!F -=1&$"&G!-&&0A "N(!4#&+&A3!(1"#!.&"#$,/,%'" /! 06 $"&(!4&+&!1(&0!

to build higher-performance vehicles and accommodate extras such as air 

conditioning [12]. Hence an action anticipated to reduce vehicle-fuel demand  

had minimal effect once other system responses provided counteracting 

feedbacks. The structure of such feedbacks determines the space of possible 

future trajectories for a system and the speed at which changes occur. When 

considering response to shocks or other system changes, the capacity of a system 

to withstand disturbance or to self-organise to retain its character and function 

depends crucially on system structures like feedback loops. 

E#&!-1&/!&-*"'&$"3!&O B)/&!0&B,$(.+ .&(! !-,+B!,-!+&('/'&$"&@!'$!.#&!"1++&$.!

(3(.&B!",$*%1+ .',$<!B N'$%!6&#'"/&!&$%'$&(!B,+&!-1&/!&-*"'&$.!(&&(!,.#&+!

 ()&".(!,-!6&#'"/&!-1&/L1(&!'$"+& (&!2&>%>! '+!",$0'.',$'$%5<! $0!(,!=&&.L-1&/!

requirements remain largely unchanged. Fleet-fuel usage is ‘resilient’ to changes 

'$!&$%'$&!-1&/!&-*"'&$"3!2.#'(!'(!N$,4$! (!.#&!F+&A,1$0G!&--&".!'$! !(3(.&B!7H8<!

14].) This example highlights an important point: resilience is not necessarily 

desirable. It is a property of a system, and whether resilience of a particular 

system is desirable or not is a normative judgment. Hence our focus is not on 

‘maximising resilience’; if seeking to build resilience, what aspects of the system 

0,!4&!4'(#!.,!A&!+&('/'&$.!.,!4# .!N'$0!,-!(#,"N(P!J((&((B&$.(!,-!()&"'*&0!

resilience make this question a central focus.
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Framing resilience

We frame questions of resilience in three ways:

1. Specified resilience. What aspects of Australia are resilient to what kinds 
of disturbances? Specified resilience is about identifying particular aspects 
(e.g. food security, access to employment) and their response to particular 
shocks (e.g. the resilience of crop production to drought or steep rise in fuel 
prices). Assessments of specified resilience can be focused on desirable or 
undesirable attributes (e.g. resilience of unemployment levels or cane toad 
populations to strategies for alleviating these problems).

2. General resilience. General resilience is about identifying characteristics that 
bring resilience to many aspects of a system from all kinds of disturbances. 
Anticipating and assessing all the potential shocks or system changes in store 
is not possible, and we will never understand all potential threshold effects. 
Yet some system characteristics, such as human health, confer resilience to 
multiple shocks of different kinds. For example, a population of fit, healthy 
individuals is better able to cope with a diverse range of shocks than a 
population overwhelmed by debilitating health issues. Again, assessments  
of general resilience are independent of normative judgments of desirability.

3. Adaptive and transformative capacity. How might we achieve some 
‘steerability’ in the face of inevitable change? To go beyond assessing 
resilience is to act to influence it. Adaptive capacity is the capacity to adapt 
to and shape change, and ‘is related to the existence of mechanisms for 
the evolution of novelty or learning’ [3]. Where assessments of resilience 
highlight resilient, undesirable states, questions of transformative capacity 
become important: what enables us to fundamentally change system function? 
For example, what would enable a system founded on coal (infrastructure, 
employment, social and economic structures enabling coal mining, transport 
and burning) to be transformed into one founded on renewable energy?  
In a rapidly changing world there are often benefits to embracing continuous 
transformational change—seeing the future not as some state to reach and 
then make resilient, but as a trajectory that will require significant ongoing 
changes as natural and social environments change.

Sustainability and wellbeing

Our purpose is to ensure questions of resilience contribute to a broader vision 

for sustainable and equitable ways of living in Australia in 2050. In choosing 

 !4,+N'$%!0&*$'.',$!,-!(1(. '$ A'/'.3<!4&!+&",%$'(&!.#&!/ +%&!+ $%&!,-!),(('A/&!

0&*$'.',$(! $0! ))+, "#&(>!?&!"#,,(&! !0&*$'.',$!.# .!)+,6'0&(! !1(&-1/!A (&! 

-,+!,1+!0'("1((',$(<!A1.!4&!#,/0!.# .!0&*$'.',$!/'%#./3<! "N$,4/&0%'$%!.#&!+'"#!
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potential for alternative perspectives. We deliberately choose a viewpoint that 

(&&(!(1(. '$ A'/'.3!-+,B! !#1B $!)&+()&".'6&<!0&*$'$%!'.! (! !",$0'.',$!,-!$,$L

declining human wellbeing for current and future generations [15].

J"N$,4/&0%'$%! /(,!.#&!0'-*"1/.'&(!'$!0&*$'$%!4&//A&'$%!7HQ;<!4&! 0,).&0! !

practical working assumption that wellbeing is not possible without a foundation 

built upon various forms of capital: human, natural, built, social and knowledge 

capital at the very least (to be discussed in more detail later). We noted also that 

wellbeing cannot be separated from its social context: ‘wellbeing is not the state 

of individual bodies, but of bodies in society’ [16]. There are serious implications 

,-!A&'$%!.,,!)+&("+').'6&! A,1.!0&*$'.',$(!,-!#& /.#<!/&.! /,$&!4&//A&'$%@!

In particular, alternative ways of valuing the duration of life, the quality of life, 

the burden of ill-health, or inequalities in health incorporate critical but not 

necessarily obvious or well-accepted judgments about whose life or what kind of 

life has meaning and worth. It is, therefore, important to examine—empirically and 

normatively—how the use of summary measures of population health can shape, 

improve, or distort decisions...[17].

Wellbeing is certainly about more than bodily health and encompasses a rich  

suite of individual and collective human experiences (physical, psychological, 

social, cultural and spiritual). Although wellbeing is subjective and context-

0&)&$0&$.<! $0!(,!+&('(.(!)+&"'(&!0&*$'.',$<!4&! ((1B&!.# .!1$0&+)'$$'$%!

",$0'.',$(<!$&"&(( +3!A1.!$,.!(1-*"'&$.!-,+!4&//A&'$%<!" $!A&!"# + ".&+'(&0!

usefully. Hence our emphasis on diverse forms of capital.

On the matter of articulating our vision for sustainability from a resilience 

)&+()&".'6&<!4&!/'$N!.#&! A,6&!4,+N'$%!0&*$'.',$!,-!(1(. '$ A'/'.3!.,! !A+, 0&+!

 $0!B,+&!",$"&).1 /!0&*$'.',$@!F(1(. '$ A'/'.3!'(!.#&!" ) "'.3!.,!"+& .&<!.&(.!

 $0!B '$. '$! 0 ).'6&!" ) A'/'.3G!7H:;>!E#'(!0&*$'.',$!)/ "&(!.#&!&B)# ('(!,$!

enabling a diversity of options for the future, rather than prescribing what those 

options should be. 

System representation

J))/3'$%!.#&(&!0&*$'.',$(!4'.#'$! !(3(.&B(!6'&4<! (!+&R1'+&0!-,+! ((&((B&$.(!

of resilience, is a challenge. Recognising the importance of interconnections 

very easily leads to calls for a complete ‘end-to-end’ comprehensive model 

of ‘Australia’. Such an end-to-end model is a useful pursuit; however, we are 

seeking insights available to us from existing knowledge, models and data.  

Fulton stressed that the quest for a single, all-purpose model is rarely as useful  

as developing ‘a range of approaches to capture the feedbacks and delays and 

multi-scale interactions’ [19].
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The Australia Stocks and Flows Framework (ASFF) is a very detailed model that 

.+ "N(!(.,"N(! $0!=,4(!'$!.#&!)#3('" /!&",$,B3!7HS<!ST;>!E#&!-+ B&4,+N!'$6,/6&(!

 !"# '$!,-!" /"1/ .,+(!.# .!" ).1+&!.#&!=,4(!,-!B .&+' /!.#+,1%#!.#&!(3(.&B!.# .!

is Australia. It is indicative of the fundamental underpinning links between 

population, infrastructure, transport, land use, industry, services and trade: 

Australia as a ‘system of systems’. It is important to note, however, that there is 

no explicit representation of feedbacks in the ASFF, and the authors of the ASFF 

were very careful to emphasise the reasons for and implications of their choice. 

They drew particular attention to the challenges of handling feedbacks that lead 

to rebound effects, stating that ‘managing the rebound effect within the physical 

economy is one of the greatest challenges to national policy design, whatever 

population and development options are chosen for Australia’s future’ [12].

Many of the feedbacks that concern us in the Australian system are mediated  

A3!(,"' /!)+,"&((&(!+&=&".'$%!.#&!),/'.'" /! $0!&",$,B'"!('.1 .',$<!%, /(<!6 /1&(<!

preferences and choices. In other words, as soon as we wish to consider the 

feedback structures that inform resilience, we must work with system feedbacks 

between social and biophysical processes. Biophysical modelling practice has 

traditionally been to omit the social feedbacks, wanting the rigour of physical 

conservation laws to provide bounds on future possibilities. This biophysical 

approach has placed an emphasis on characterising the feasible, the reachable 

space, clearly independent from normative judgments about what is desirable 

(e.g. not prescribing human responses such as goal maximising). 

Rather than seek to provide a comprehensive description of ‘Australia’ and what  

a complete model of Australia needs to include, we offer examples of the types  

of resilience insights we would seek to draw out from such comprehensive 

models. We seek to foster an appreciation for the feedbacks and nonlinearities  

in the Australian system, as it is these system properties that inform our search  

for a ‘safe operating space’ [21] [Chapter 1 in this volume]. We use a number  

of different entry points for looking at the Australian system: given an example  

of a shock to one part of the system (e.g. drought in south-eastern Australia),  

we do not provide a comprehensive analysis of its effects, but illustrate the kinds 

of system interconnections that come into play and discuss how assessing system 

resilience can enrich system understanding. 

Wealth, capital and Australia as a ‘system of systems’

We suggest that it is desirable for Australia to have a resilient, evolving capacity 

to create options for our future. Our conceptual framework assumes options for 

our future can only be built from a healthy wealth base comprising different 

forms of capital and that this wealth base in turn can only be sustained via a set 
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of systems that maintain and build that wealth. Such a conceptualisation was an 

important foundation for the Millennium Ecosystem Assessment [22]. 

We refer to many forms of capital to characterise Australia’s wealth base.  

?&! 0,).! !A+, 0!0&*$'.',$!,-!" )'. /! (!F $3!-,+B!,-!4& /.#!&B)/,3&0!,+!

" ) A/&!,-!A&'$%!&B)/,3&0!'$!.#&!)+,01".',$!,-!B,+&!4& /.#G!7S8;U !0&*$'.',$!

that embodies transfers and feedback between forms of capital. These forms of 

capital are drawn upon and used in a number of interacting systems—a system of 

systems—and the capital stocks are in turn sustained, increased or depleted as a 

result of interacting system processes. For example, knowledge capital can be put 

to work to build governance systems that in turn create social capital that fosters 

environmental stewardship behaviour that in turn leads to an increase in natural 

capital stocks. This conceptual framework is illustrated in Figure 2, and examples 

of the different forms of capital are listed in Table 1.

Natural 

capital

Built  

capital

Human 

capital

Social  

capital

Knowledge 

capital

Biodiversity

Land

Water

Mineral

resources

Atmosphere

Climate

Energy sources

Transport

Utilities

Housing

Commercial 

infrastructure

Industrial  

infrastructure

Agricultural 

infrastructure

Public infrastructure 

(including public  

spaces)

Telecommunications

Defence 

infrastructure

Health

Education

Security

Choice

Agency/

voice

Identity

Equity

Safety

Agency

Trust

Leadership

Social networks

Institutions

Communication 

practices

Data

Information

Knowledge

Wisdom

Collections

Artwork/music

History

Folklore

Table 1: Categories and examples of forms of capital (wealth employed or capable of being employed in 

the production of more wealth) comprising the ‘asset base’ for Australia. The lists are not intended to be 

comprehensive nor non-overlapping (e.g. ‘agency’ can refer to individual or collective agency).
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It may appear confusing to have ‘natural capital’ and ‘natural ecosystems’ on 

different sides of Figure 2, as surely they are the same thing? The distinction is 

that natural capital refers to a snapshot of the state of the physical stocks in our 

natural ecosystems, whereas the ecosystem itself includes not only the natural 

capital but also the system of interacting processes that determine the direction 

and rates of change of the physical stocks. The systems on the right-hand side  

of Figure 2 determine the dynamics, including any nonlinear responses.

3 In search of a safe operating space

 !"#$%"&'(")$*$"+#"

J((&((B&$.(!,-!()&"'*&0!+&('/'&$"&!'$6&(.'% .&!) +.'"1/ +!(#,"N(! $0!"# + ".&+'(&!

(3(.&B!(.+1".1+&(!.# .!A1'/0!,+!&+,0&!+&('/'&$"&!,-!'0&$.'*&0!(3(.&B!-1$".',$(!,+!

attributes. Just as resilience is a property of the system, independent of judgments 

about whether that resilience is desirable or not, so too it is important to note 

that resilience is not a binary quantity, where a system is either resilient or not. 

It is only useful to make comparative statements, highlighting how one system 

",$*%1+ .',$!'(!B,+&!,+!/&((!+&('/'&$.!.# $! $,.#&+>!

Figure 2: The left side shows forms of capital contributing to Australia’s wealth. The right side indicates 

the system of systems that mediates flows of capital. Our capacity to create and choose between diverse 

options for our future emerges from the interaction between the two: capital is combined to build systems 

whose processes in turn sustain (and create) capital. It is this evolving capacity to create future options that 

we seek to make resilient.
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Two case studies are described in the following sections to illustrate the kind of 
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study contrasts the resilience of Australia and East African nations to drought. 

To be clear, we consider the resilience of food security to drought. Drought is an 

example of an external shock on the system. The second case study considers a 

(#,"N!.# .!'(! B)/'*&0!A3!'$.&+$ /!(3(.&B!03$ B'"(@!.#&!%+,4'$%!)1A/'"!#& /.#!

crisis associated with Australian lifestyle choices. We consider the resilience 

of the health of the Australian population to a combination of obesity-causing 

pressures.

Case study: resilience of food security to drought

The Millennium Drought was a period between 1997 and 2009 characterised by 

&O.+&B&!+ '$- //!0&*"'.!'$!V,1.#!W (.&+$!J1(.+ /' !7SI;>!E#&!0+,1%#.!'B),(&0!
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failures over consecutive years and severe, accumulating local impacts, but at the 

national scale there was relatively little impact on GDP, national food security 

and other measures of national wellbeing. Looking at irrigated agriculture in the 

Murray–Darling Basin, the reduction in irrigation in 2006–07 was 33% of  

2000–01 irrigation volumes, but the gross value of production in 2006–07 

was 20% less than 2000–01 production (adjusting for the confounding impact 

of commodity price changes [25]). Water trading and related governance 

mechanisms saw water diverted to higher-value uses: the gross value of water 

more than doubled, providing income to those who could forego their need for 

water and sell it on the market and providing buffering to those who risked losing 

high-value perennial crops had they been unable to buy water [25].

In East Africa, prolonged La Niña conditions affected two consecutive rainy 

seasons, with catastrophic consequences for over 12 million people in Somalia, 

Djibouti, Ethiopia and Kenya in 2011 [26]. A cascade of impacts unfolded in the 

region: failed crops, increased food prices, food shortages, mass movement of 

people, upsurge in infectious diseases and increased death rates and violence. 

Y B'$&!4 (!0&"/ +&0!A3!.#&!Z$'.&0![ .',$(!'$!*6&!+&%',$(!,-!V,B /' <! $0! !
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Humanitarian Affairs stated: ‘An augmented multisectoral response is critical  

to prevent deaths and the total collapse of livelihood and social systems.’ [27].

Drought and crop failure triggered conditions ripe for nationwide collapse within 

only two years in East Africa, and yet a decade of drought and crop failure has not 

had anything like that impact in Australia. Analyses of the response to drought in 

Australia have pointed to the multitude of adaptation options that were adopted 
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by the Australian agricultural sector [28], thereby contributing to resilience: 

water trade (both entitlement and allocation trading); access to groundwater; 

capacity to alter the mix and levels of production; switching from growing local 

produce to brokering imported produce (e.g. in the case of rice); altered farm 

management practices and technological change; off-farm sources of income; 

and Australian Government assistance programs providing income support and 

business assistance. Not all of Australia was in drought at the same time, which 

also provided alternative production options.

It is now widely appreciated that water trading enabled effective water allocation 

in ways that centralised prescriptions could not. The drought also shifted 

irrigators’ expectations, and they now make risk management strategies for 

water shortages an integral part of their long-term planning. Future reforms that 

address problems of water trade restrictions and carryover rights may further 

'$"+& (&!.#&! 6 '/ A'/'.3! $0!=&O'A'/'.3!,-!+&(),$(&!,).',$(!7S:;>!E#&!0&('%$!,-!

drought assistance interventions has profound implications for system resilience. 

For example, ‘a subsidy that helps drought-affected graziers purchase fodder to 

supplement their degraded forage stocks encourages them to maintain stocking 

rates despite effects that degrade natural capital in the system’, and ‘an alternative 

subsidy is one that helps offset the transport costs associated with agisting 

cattle to distant ranches unaffected by the drought’. This tactic helps ameliorate 

the plight of graziers during a time of drought while fostering resilience in the 

system, so that even if they are increasingly driven by the economic performance 

of their system they are less likely to drive it into an undesirable state [29].

The adaptive capacity that saw Australia through the drought was the product of 

)+&6',1(!'$6&(.B&$.!'$!*$ $"' /<!#1B $! $0!(,"' /!" )'. /! .!(" /&(!.# .!+ $%&0!

from the individual (e.g. investment in farm infrastructure, local knowledge and 
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structures). Drawing on that adaptive capacity over the drought years came 

at substantial cost, particularly at the local, individual scale. The system as a 

whole, as measured by GDP and national food security, came through relatively 

unscathed as a result of substantial drawdown in social and ecological capital.

Worsening indicators of wellbeing in rural communities, including mental health, 

social inclusion, suicide, community stability, family relationships, education 

and debt levels, were documented before the drought, and it is clear that rural 

communities are facing multiple pressures that were further exacerbated by 

drought [30, 31]. Such declines suggest an ever-decreasing resilience to shocks 

such as drought, and unless there is investment in recovering adaptive capacity, 

our rural communities will become increasingly vulnerable. Similarly, iconic 

ecosystems, such as the Coorong wetlands in South Australia, were altered 
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(and local livelihoods dependent on that biodiversity) [32]. Such impacts would 

not have been as severe under different water management practices across 

the Murray–Darling Basin [32, 33]. The rains of 2010 and 2011 have seen bird 

numbers increase dramatically after two decades of decline, although numbers  

are still below bird counts at the start of the annual birdlife survey in 1983 [34]. 

The long-term health of such valuable ecosystems remains in question.

J!()&"'*&0!+&('/'&$"&! ((&((B&$.!,-!J1(.+ /' G(!+&(),$(&!.,!0+,1%#.! $0!,1+!

capacity to monitor and respond to trends in that resilience would be a wise 

investment in the face of an anticipated future change: a potential long-term 

drying trend. The impacts of such a change would include reduced and erratic 

produce outputs and economic crisis conditions for many regional economies.  

If we are to transform the system to cope with such a scenario, that opportunity 

only exists in good times, so an unwillingness to act in such times prevents 

resilience building. More typically, it takes a crisis to trigger substantial changes, 

and time lags and inertia in this system mean that crisis-induced reactive changes 

will necessarily be constrained to fewer, more limiting options.

Case study: resilience of the health of the Australian  

population to obesity-causing pressures

_+,1%#.! $0!/,$%L.&+B!0+3'$%! +&!&O B)/&(!,-!()&"'*&0<!&O.&+$ /!(#,"N(!

to Australia. We turn now to an example of a shock that emerges from the 

interaction between external factors and internal system dynamics. Reported 

obesity prevalence increased steadily from less than 8% of the adult population 

in 1980 to 23% in 2006 [35]. Obesity is linked to a series of health consequences 

such as diabetes, hypertension, heart disease and some cancers. The economic 

costs of obesity in Australia were estimated to be $58.2 billion in 2008 [35].  

Since 1990, the health expenditure in Australia as a proportion of GDP has 

increased from 7.9% in 1999–2000 to 9.4% of GDP in 2009–10 [36]. Trends 

in obesity and related chronic diseases are contributing to those increases 

and place pressure on budgets in other sectors. In short, increasing obesity is 

triggering a cascade of health, social and economic consequences. The increasing 

prevalence of obesity has been effectively linear over the past 20 years [35] and, 

in the absence of other information, it might be assumed that both the trend in 

obesity and its health consequences could be reversed, following the same linear 

trajectory back to where we started.

In practice, however, a set of feedback loops at many places and scales creates a 

more complex picture. Within the human body there are metabolic processes that 

(&&!'$"+& (&(!'$!A,03!B ((!'$0&O!2M`X5! /'%$'$%!4'.#!4&//L'0&$.'*&0!(. %&(!'$!
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metabolic syndrome—a combination of medical disorders that increase the risk 

of developing cardiovascular disease and diabetes. Representing the processes in 

a simulation model, Zhou et al. [37] mapped out a set of stages in the unfolding 

of diabetes and its consequences. Each stage represents a threshold from which 

reversal becomes increasingly unlikely (from glucose intolerance to insulin 

dependence and irreversible consequences such as blindness or amputation). 

Step jumps in direct medical costs are associated with each threshold crossed—

for example, the need for dialysis requires an 11-fold increase in cost over the 

costs for diet-controlled Type 2 diabetes [38]. On top of direct medical costs 

are the effects on employee productivity, caring costs and other social costs to 

the individual. Hence an apparently smooth and reversible increase in BMI gets 

 B)/'*&0!.#+,1%#!.#&!'$0'6'01 /G(!(3(.&B!.,!3'&/0! !$,$/'$& +!+&(),$(&!'$!#& /.#!

impact and other costs at the individual and societal level.

Published analyses have shown that the observed trend in weight gain is due to 

an energy imbalance of 100 kilocalories per day, leading to recommendations 

that appear trivial to achieve: walk an extra 15 minutes each day and eat a few 

less bites at each meal [39]. Yet such apparently achievable recommendations are 

+&B +N A/3!0'-*"1/.!.,!'B)/&B&$.!'$!)+ ".'"&!01&!.,!-&&0A "N!/,,)(!.# .!+&'$-,+"&!

increasing weight gain [40]. The sedentary nature of work, leisure and travel, 

and the ready availability and low cost of energy-dense food are all contributing 

to this obesity-causing, or obesogenic, environment [41]. Feedbacks come into 

play at the individual level, leading to an entrenched dynamic with multiple 

associated thresholds, further reinforced at a population level by other society-

level dynamics and feedback loops [42–44]. For example, the irreversibility at 

the individual scale results in population-level time lags: even immediate, strong 

action will not see a reversal along the path we came as the health impacts already 

triggered need to run their course and work their way through the system. 

X$!.#'(!&O B)/&!.#&+&!'(!$,!('$%/&!&O.&+$ /<!()&"'*&0!(#,"N>!E#&!)+,-,1$0!

impacts are a product of internal and external system dynamics. To build resilient 

population health in the face of these pressures, the system itself needs to be 

transformed; we address this in a later section. 

Tracking measurable changes in resilience

Our two examples—drought and obesity—illustrate insights that can be explored 

'$!()&"'*&0L+&('/'&$"&! ((&((B&$.(>!X0& //3<!(1"#! ((&((B&$.(!4,1/0!)+,6'0&!

some means of monitoring changes in resilience and learning from them over 

time when determining priorities and making trade-offs between decision 

options. Comprehensive measures of resilience will continue to elude us, but 

there are some aspects of resilience for which measurable observables can be 
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used to indicate directions of change. A danger in doing so is that as soon as such 

'$0'" .,+(! +&! ""&).&0! $0!",B&!'$.,!1(&<!'.!'(!0'-*"1/.!.,! 6,'0!+&(),$(&(!.# .!

amount to optimising for that measurable quantity or even gaming the system.  

For example, examination systems in universities lead to strategic score-

maximising exam techniques contrary to the exam purpose of demonstrating 

and evaluating learning. Similarly, the Disability-Adjusted Life Year indicator 

2_Jab5!-,+!R1 $.'-3'$%!.#&!A1+0&$!,-!0'(& (&!# (!0&*"'&$"'&(! $0!/'B'. .',$(!

that are well acknowledged, yet its appeal and ease as a metric mean that 

important decisions around provision of health services are now reliant on DALY 

calculations [16, 17]. Furthermore, there are risks of overly narrowing our vision. 

It is unhelpful to expect that all indicators should be improving at all times; a 

characteristic of a resilient system is the ability to draw on reserves and buffers 

periodically and to swap one form of capital for another in order to adapt and 

continue functioning as before.

It would be helpful to have measures that quantify the resilience of many aspects 

of Australian system. The Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) offers a list 

of Measures of Australia’s Progress (MAP) that provide indicators that can be 

reported on [45]. The MAP publications seek to address the question, ‘is life in 

Australia getting better?’ and provide a selection of statistical data on the social, 

economic and environmental dimensions of life in Australia. Currently, the MAP 

 ((&((B&$.(!+&),+.!,$!Hc!F#& 0/'$&!)+,%+&((!'$0'" .,+(G!2('O!(,"' /<!*6&!&",$,B'"!

and six environmental indicators), supplemented by hundreds of additional 

indicators. Included in the supplementary indicators are time series of various 

capital assets, for example, which reveal trends in total and per capita stocks  

(e.g. total ‘cultivated biological assets’—orchards, vines and breeding livestock—

have been in decline for the reporting period 1999–2009, residential dwelling 

stocks have increased over that period, but per capita residential dwellings peaked 

in 2006 and have been declining steeply since). While these time series are useful 

-,+!'0&$.'-3'$%!.+&$0(!'$!'B),+. $.!" )'. /!(.,"N(!2'0&$.'*&0!'$!E A/&!H5<!.#&3!( 3!

little about resilience. Measures of resilience need to indicate capacity to absorb 

shocks and unexpected changes.

V)&"'*&0!+&('/'&$"&! ((&((B&$.(!$&"&(( +'/3! 00+&((!.#&!R1&(.',$@!+&('/'&$"&!,-!

what, to what? and these questions guide the choice of appropriate indicators. 

For example, indicators of resilience of Australian food security to drought could 

include: measures of the availability and access to water trading, the access to 

groundwater, the availability of opportunistic cropping options, the availability  

of alternative employment options for agricultural workers, the access to imported 

-,,0! $0!.#&!),.&$.' /!-,+!4 .&+L1(&!&-*"'&$"3!% '$(>
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Counterintuitively, note that an intervention that increases system-wide water-

1(&!&-*"'&$"3!" $!0&"+& (&!+&('/'&$"&!.,!0+,1%#.<! (!'.!+&B,6&(!.#&! 6 '/ A'/'.3!

of this water-saving option in times of future drought! Increasing water-use 
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form that can be drawn down in times of need. To give an urban example, if 
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get taken up by an irreversible increase in population and dwellings, the next 
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measures implemented within a system cap with good water accounting offer 

protection against water savings being taken up by system rebound effects. The 

(3(.&B!A,1$0 +3! ((1B&0!'$! $3!R1&(.!-,+!&-*"'&$"3!'(! /(,!'B),+. $.>!E,!(&&N!.,!
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always the case. A loss of water from a leaky irrigation system is not a loss to the 

ecosystem as a whole.
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elsewhere, including a decrease in general resilience for the system as a whole 
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price via the Wool Price Reserve Scheme ultimately led to collapse of the 

Australian wool market and an enormous stockpile of wool) [46]. The next 

section considers the question of general resilience, including the associated 

challenges of providing measurable indicators of general resilience.

General resilience and adaptive capacity 
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are more generally applicable. Some of the same characteristics that foster 
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of system properties that foster ‘general resilience’. General resilience is not only 

about coping with large shocks. It is also about retaining a capacity to absorb 

any shocks, and as resilience declines it takes a smaller and smaller shock or 

disturbance to trigger an unwanted system shift.

J((&(('$%!%&$&+ /!+&('/'&$"&!'(!$,.!& (3!A&" 1(&!'.!0,&(!$,.!0&*$&!.#&!+&('/'&$"&!

‘of what’ explicitly; it assumes there are unknown thresholds that might be 

crossed and so has to do with a broader coping capacity of the system. How 

&--&".'6&/3!" $!.#&!(3(.&B!+&(),$0!.,!.#&!",$(&R1&$"&(!,-! $!1$0&*$&0! $0!

unexpected disturbance and recover its functionality?
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In this section we focus on the general resilience of system states that are 

desirable. The attributes of a system that confer general resilience overlap 

considerably with adaptive capacity, so the discussion that follows encompasses 

general resilience and adaptive capacity. The following questions frame the 

options for assessing and building that capacity:

f! ?# .! +&!.#&!"# + ".&+'(.'"(!,-!.#&!+ $%&!,-!&O.&+$ /! $0!'$.&+$ //3!%&$&+ .&0!
surprises Australia may have to face?
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such shocks?
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Architecture of surprise

To characterise the kinds of shocks and disturbances, we refer to a recent 

conceptualisation [47] that describes the range of shocks in an ‘architecture of 

surprises’, falling into three kinds: ‘long fuse, big bang’; ‘multiple whammy’ and 

‘ramifying cascade’. These are useful qualitative descriptions rather than mutually 

exclusive categories. The ‘long fuse, big bang’ arises when the antecedent 

stresses accumulate slowly over time, creating conditions that generate an impact 

that is far more sudden. The ‘multiple whammy’ occurs when stresses interact 

synergistically to create a combined shock that is markedly different in character 

to experiencing the stresses independently of each another. The ‘ramifying 

cascade’ is the consequence of system connections, where a perturbation in one 

part of the system propagates to have impacts in other connected parts, or even 

other systems. Examples relevant to Australia are shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Examples of each surprise archetype 

Long fuse, big bang Multiple whammy Ramifying cascade

Financial crisis.

Antibiotic resistance.

Obesity.

Local drought coupled with 

international food crisis.

d/,A /!*$ $"' /!"+'('(! .!

the same time as a local 

environmental emergency 

2&>%>!"3"/,$&!,+!A1(#*+&5>

Pandemic coupled with 

(. -*$%!(#,+. %&(!01&!.,!

retiring baby boomers.

The knock-on effects 

of successive energy or 

resource peaks.

The successive effects of a 

long-term drying climate.

Effects of chronic disease.
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One challenge that arises with the ‘long fuse, big bang’ variety of surprise is that 

it provides little motivation for preparatory action, especially because those who 

do nothing have a distinct competitive advantage against those who choose to act 

(e.g. doing nothing means that effort can be devoted to maximising immediate 

economic returns). Such a situation forces a response after the impact, rather than 

an anticipatory response. In trying to encourage a preventive response to such 

(1+)+'(&(<! !1(&-1/!(.+ .&%3!'(!.,!(&&N! ".',$(!.# .!)+,6'0&!'BB&0' .&!A&$&*.(! (!

well as offering some insurance in the face of impending surprise. The quest for 

(1"#!",LA&$&*.(! $0!.#&!/&$(!,-!%&$&+ /!+&('/'&$"&!" $!A&!1(&-1/! ))+, "#&(!.,!

draw on when choosing to invest in prevention; they do not ameliorate fully the 

forces that select against preventive action, but do contribute in that direction 

(particularly if uncertainty is cited as a reason for a wait-and-see approach). 

E#&!FB1/.')/&!4# BB3G! /(,!)+&(&$.(!0'-*"1/.'&(! (!'.!'(!1$1(1 /!.,!A&! A/&!.,!

anticipate the interactions between shocks arising simultaneously from different 

sources—there are enough uncertainties with anticipating impacts from single 

stresses without delving into synergistic interrelationships between stresses and 

their outcomes. Furthermore, decision-makers in one sector tend to make it a 

priority to anticipate consequences that they may be directly responsible for, and 

'$"&$.'6&(!.,!/,,N!-1+.#&+! *&/0! +&!/'B'.&0>!^,B)+&#&$('6&! $ /3(&(!,-!B1/.')/&!

possible combinations become rapidly unfeasible. Again, actions to build general 

resilience offer a constructive approach that does not require deterministic 

prediction of an unlimited space of imaginable combinations of stresses. 

The ‘ramifying cascade’ category of surprises is of particular interest. The ‘long 

fuse, big bang’ and the ‘multiple whammy’ surprises will in themselves tend to 

.+'%%&+!" (" 0&(! $0<!'$!.#&!)+&6',1(!(&".',$!,$!()&"'*&0!+&('/'&$"&!" (" 0&(<!

were apparent in both impacts and approaches to resilience building. As with 

the ‘long-fuse, big bang’ surprise, there are systemic selection pressures against 

investing in preparatory or preventive measures against ramifying cascades, even 

if the cascades of connection are apparent. And like the ‘multiple whammy,’ it is 

%&$&+ //3!$,.!& (3!.,! $.'"') .&!.#&!()&"'*"(!,-!#,4! !)&+.1+A .',$!4'//!B $'-&(.!

itself as it propagates through a network of connections, although connections 

may be clear with hindsight.

General resilience attributes and challenges

_&*$'$%! $0! ((&(('$%!%&$&+ /!+&('/'&$"&!-,+! !) +.'"1/ +!(,"' /L&",/,%'" /!(3(.&B!

is one of the weakest areas of resilience theory. It was given high priority in a 

January 2012 Resilience Alliance workshop to identify the research requirements 

for advancing the theory and practice of resilience.
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We view general resilience as being determined by a number of attributes  

[Grigg and Walker, Chapter 7 in Volume 2] [48]. These include a system’s 

diversity, modularity and connectivity, including the nature of feedbacks.  

They also include the system’s governance mechanisms—polycentric, distributed, 

adaptive governance confers resilience. The presence of learning mechanisms that 

allow for experimentation and safe failure also contributes to resilience. 

General resilience is also determined by the amounts and quality of multiple 

kinds of capital in a system. These include stocks of natural capital, built capital, 

human capital and deliberate reserves such as sovereign wealth reserves, and 

 00'.',$ /!-,+B(!,-!" )'. /!(1"#! (!N$,4/&0%&!" )'. /<!*$ $"' /!" )'. /<! $0U6&+3!

importantly—social capital. Redundancy in capital stocks is also important for 

providing buffering capacity. 

Some of the challenges associated with building general resilience in the face of 

global change include [49]:

f! ^ 1(&L&--&".!+&/ .',$(#')(!.# .! +&!(&) + .&0!A3!/ +%&!0'(. $"&!'$!.#&!W +.#!
System, as illustrated by the examples in Figure 1; such relationships are 
sometimes referred to as teleconnections [1]. Furthermore, cause-effect 
relationships are often counterintuitive in highly connected systems with 
feedback loops.

f! XB) ".(!,-!0&"'(',$(!. N&$!A3!,$&!%&$&+ .',$!4'//!A&!-&/.!A3!-1.1+&!
generations. For example, greenhouse gas emissions to date lock in 
committed future global warning, irrespective of future decisions [50].

f! a& +$'$%! $0!N$,4/&0%&LA1'/0'$%!.&$0!.,!A&!(&) + .&0!'$.,!0'("')/'$&(! 
(e.g. physics, biology, hydrology, ecology, economics, psychology, law). 
Equally, problem-solving and decision-making within particular sectors or 
industry don’t necessarily consider impacts outside the sector or industry.

f! g $0/'$%!"1B1/ .'6&!'B) ".(!-+,B!0'(.+'A1.&0<!0'--1(&!(,1+"&(!+ '(&(!
particular challenges. For example, individual purchasing decisions aggregate 
to global impacts on land, water resources, biodiversity, climate, economy, 
employment conditions, yet each individual contribution to those impacts is 
measurably insignificant.

f! E#&!'$.&+)/ 3!A&.4&&$!'$0'6'01 /! $0!",//&".'6&!'$.&+&(.(@!F'$0'6'01 //3!
reasonable behaviour leads to a situation in which everyone is worse off than 
they might have been otherwise’ [51] (tragedy of the commons and similar 
social dilemmas).

f! ^,$"&$.+ .'$%!,$!+&(,1+"&L1(&!&--'"'&$"3!4'.#,1.!. N'$%! !A+, 0&+!(3(.&B(!
view leads to the rebound effect, where improvements in efficiency 
inadvertently lead to greater overall rates of resource consumption [13, 52].
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Building general resilience to ‘long fuse, big bang’, ‘multiple whammy’ or 

‘ramifying cascade shocks’ requires an ability to recognise and address these 

challenges. 

Tracking measurable changes in general resilience

The MAP reporting provides indicators recommended by Alford et al. [Chapter 

3 in this volume]—levels of violence, homelessness, youth and long-term 

unemployment; life expectancy; levels of retention in formal education; 

numbers in prisons; diet and obesity; participation in civil society—all of which 

affect general resilience [Chapter 3 in this volume]. The MAP indicators are 

a useful starting point when considering indicators of general resilience, but 
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developments in indicators could address the challenges particular to quantifying 

general resilience? What system attributes confer adaptive and transformative 

capacity, and so the ability to choose; how can these be measured?

The aim is to monitor change in general resilience, whereas the MAP reporting 

is a response to the question, ‘is life in Australia getting better?’ Statistical 

snapshots over time reveal changes that are relevant to the ‘is life getting better’ 

question, and can alert us to important trends. If we are seeking to infer resilience 

to future shocks, however, we need indicators that shed light on system attributes 

and dynamics. For example, trends in obesity are clearly apparent in the MAP 

reporting. However, important information about the feedback loops that 

reinforce and perpetuate these trends cannot be gleaned or inferred from these 

snapshots. Alford et al. [Chapter 3 in this volume] emphasised the importance of 

system effects, referring to ‘virtuous’ and ‘vicious’ feedback loops, ‘hot spots’  

and lag times. It is useful to be able to interpret statistical snapshots within a 

broader framework that explicitly accounts for these system effects, for it is these 

effects that strongly determine resilience. These system effects are usually only 

made explicit in models, whether conceptual or mathematical.

E#&!0'-*"1/.'&(! ((,"' .&0!4'.#!)+&("+'A'$%!B& (1+ A/&!($ )(#,.(!,-!4&//A&'$%!

are well described elsewhere [16]. A particularly relevant issue is that the 

same indicator value can translate into very different on-ground outcomes in 

different contexts. In the case of the DALY metric, for example, individuals with 

identical physical symptoms experience very different outcomes shaped more 

by their context than measurable aspects of their medical condition. Perceptions 

and experience of wellbeing are interwoven with cultural and environmental 

context, and important meaning is lost as soon as indicators neglect such context 

dependence.
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typical education and training indicators do not capture key aspects such as Year 
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and participation in work-related training. Some important attributes are less 

tangible, including: are we operating in social systems that routinely monitor and 

evaluate performance in light of our values and goals; do we alter organisational 

or societal behaviour and decisions in response to lessons learned; as individuals 
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learning (learning from experience, rather than learning by participation in formal 

or informal education programs)? Do government policies and rewards systems 

(in all sectors) encourage learning and experimentation (rather than reinforce 

behaviours)? Are we ‘enhancing the development of integrative perspectives 

across the Australian knowledge system’ [53]?

What evidence is there that indicates our priorities and effectiveness around 

learning as a society? For example, Australia has a system for royal commissions 
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mechanisms for public inquiry may not have equivalent opportunities to learn. 

Although the term ‘lessons learned’ is often used, lessons are not actually learned 

until they are acted upon and implemented. In this way, both the existence of 

a royal commission system and evidence that society learns and changes as a 

result of such inquiries could be indicators of our effectiveness around learning 

 (! !(,"'&.3>!V'B'/ +/3<!.#&! 0,).',$!,-! 0 ).'6&!B $ %&B&$.!)+ ".'"&(!+&=&".(!

openness to learning from past decisions and new information and adapting 

decisions and actions accordingly. 

Measures that identify critical weak points in vital systems are useful indicators  

of resilience. For example, the ‘average’ condition of roads may not be as 

important as identifying the weakest bridges in the road network when it comes 

to assessing the resilience of population mobility or delivering aid materials in 
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In other words, it is not simply the amount of built infrastructure, but attributes 

such as connectivity and redundancy that matter. Any measures of connectivity 

need to be reported within a context for any meaningful interpretation: 

telecommunications connectivity can confer resilient access to knowledge or 

assistance in the face of the unexpected, or it can erode resilience if it increases 

exposure of the population to destructive cyberattacks.

The above measurable quantities are observations of ‘what is’ or ‘what has been’. 

When evaluating preventive actions, particularly in areas of health and security, 

the most successful actions and initiatives can be the least visible, as their success 
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require a model in order to make a comparison between the measured ‘is’ and the 

imagined ‘might have been’. Measures such as DALYs do something like this in 

that they represent an estimated ‘years lost’ relative to ‘ideal’ life years (estimated 

via a model based on statistical evidence). This seems possible when the ‘might 

have been’ is an expected, normal outcome for which there is an abundance of 

data. In the case of security or preventive health initiatives, it is a harder task to 

characterise the avoided undesirable or catastrophic ‘might have been’. 

The art of synthesising and interpreting indicators is important and challenging. 

The more complete, rich and comprehensive the list of indicators, the more 
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A common theme throughout our workshop deliberations was the need to ‘make 

connections’, particularly those connections that link the biophysical and social 
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requires intelligent judgment—Poincaré pointed to the fact that combinations can 
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creative insights come from seeing the fruitful possibilities among a sea of ‘sterile 

combinations’ [54].

In summary, useful system-level indicators would make it possible to identify 

amplifying or dampening feedbacks; offer insights into connectivity and its 

potential impacts; aggregate from individual to society-wide attributes in 
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to tangible, working examples of such indicators. However, indicators of this kind 

can be found in the comprehensive data sheets in the Balancing Act triple bottom 

line analysis of the Australian economy, and the report contains useful spider 

diagrams, structural path analyses and other ways of conveying an integrated 

picture [55]. The challenges in monitoring changes in general resilience are 

4&//L'0&$.'*&0! $0!.+ ". A/&<! $0!0&6&/,)B&$.!,-!'B)+,6&0!'$0'" .,+(!'(!#'%#/3!

feasible. A fruitful start would be to identify ‘attributes of potential concern’ 

that are evaluated over time: start with best judgments of what is likely to be 

('%$'*" $.! $0!1)0 .&!.#&B! (!4&!/& +$>!E#&!J1(.+ /'  State of the environment 

report 2011 reviews the condition of environmental and cultural systems in terms 
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general resilience assessments for Australia, along with other Australian resilience 

assessments [57–62]. 
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Building general resilience here and now

Building resilience in any deliberate manner requires a capacity and willingness 

to communicate, assess and plan at a system (and system of systems) level. 

A common response to calls to link across systems is that ‘we can’t include 

everything’; an obvious truism, but connecting ‘everything’ to ‘everything’ is 

not the only way to take a holistic or systems approach. Reviewing available 

approaches reveals that years of effort in facilitating ‘systems thinking’, tackling 

‘wicked’ problems or more generally fostering cross-sectoral connections have 

yielded a diverse mix of methods. Examples include system dynamics [63], 

participatory modelling [64–66] and transdisciplinary inquiry [67]. 

Analytical, technical and methodological differences aside, a common attribute 

of these many approaches is the ability to bring multiple perspectives to light. 

Counterintuitively, opening up to a greater diversity of perspectives can bring 

about a more constructive mode of interaction. For example, the impacts of 

mining operations on the salinity of rivers supplying water to agriculture in 

the Hunter Valley, NSW, triggered adversarial tension between mining and 

agricultural interests in the 1980s. These tensions were resolved constructively 

when the competing interests of stakeholders were acknowledged and the 

problem was reconstructed as a technical/governance issue that enabled changes 

in regulatory arrangements and mining and water storage operations [68]. 

When representative perspectives are acknowledged and on the table, which 

is a form of recognition of stakeholders’ voices necessary for any meaningful 
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game or simulation environments). The ability for stakeholders to take others’ 

perspectives enables the discovery of insights that resonate across many points of 

view. A focus on living scenarios [Chapters 1 and 4 in this volume] enables such 

perspective-taking.

How can these many approaches contribute to the question of building general 

resilience? Whether the problem lies in the biophysical or social domain, 

envisaging and creating solutions is invariably a social process and all of 

.#&! -,+&B&$.',$&0! ))+, "#&(!+&=&".!.#'(K!.#&! ))+, "#&(! +&!)+,"&((&(!-,+!

engagement and collective decision-making. The most appropriate places to 

integrate these processes are in governance systems.

Governance refers to the institutions and processes through which collective 

decision-making is implemented and made accountable. Important dimensions of 

%,6&+$ $"&! +&!('%$ //'$%!2'$-,+B .',$!=,4(!1(&0!.,!'$-,+B!0&"'(',$(5<!(.+1".1+&!

and function (the network of mechanisms and processes for interpreting signals 
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and implementing decisions), and framing (what is visible and so included  

and what is not seen and so excluded in the way problems are framed). [69]. 

For example, intensive agricultural production results from framing, signals and 

0&"'(',$LB N'$%!.# .! +&!-,"1(&0!,$!B O'B'('$%!&",$,B'"!&-*"'&$"3! .!& "#!

stage in food production chains. The impacts of the resulting agricultural practices 

on the environment and health are ‘externalities’ that are well-appreciated 

and understood but are poorly accounted for in agricultural decision-making 

frameworks structured to optimise a narrow set of indicators [70, 71].

A contrasting example is the use of microcredit lending practices [72].  
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operations explicitly consider other forms of capital—most notably social 

capital—when making lending decisions. Joint-liability group lending makes 

a small loan to an individual, but a group of individuals is jointly responsible 

for the loan’s repayment. A woman with no collateral according to traditional 

banks has recognised social capital: existing close ties and trust networks in her 

/," /!",BB1$'.3>!X.!'(! !B& (1+&!,-!(1""&((!.# .!B'"+,*$ $"&!'$(.'.1.',$(!# 6&!

survived, replicated and expanded so rapidly in regions judged as non-viable by 
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and offer insights into the metrics issues discussed earlier [74], including the 

challenges of evaluating and linking across multiple criteria such as poverty 
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The choice of frame affects what is possible. A frame that ignores impacts on 

social capital, health and wellbeing leads to outcomes that are measureable and 

highly successful within that frame (global-intensive agricultural systems have 

produced ever-increasing yields at ever-decreasing costs), but ignores the more 

connected system picture of environmental, health and social outcomes. A frame 

.# .!'$"/10&(!(,"' /!" )'. /!# (!&$ A/&0!.#&!&O'(.&$"&!,-!B'"+,*$ $"&!'$(.'.1.',$(!
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debated.

Relating these examples back to the aim of building general resilience, food 
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survive, persist and dominate developed-world food production, but they come at 

the cost of less resilience in areas of environmental, social and population health. 

If governance systems are to account for such cross-linkages in decision-making 

processes, then the required framing, signalling and structures need to be open to 
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Higher-level strategies for building general resilience begin to look as follows: 

put in place governance systems that are open to diverse perspectives and are 
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capable of holding uncertainty; enable stakeholders to appreciate and learn from 

those diverse perspectives (including enabling governance systems themselves 

to adapt in response to insights learned); and enrich such learning by developing 

meaningful ways to monitor, model and interpret the impacts of decisions, 

including impacts on ‘attributes of potential concern’. The rationale is that general 

resilience involves an ongoing willingness and capacity to innovate and change. 

Change needs to be informed by learning, and change occurs more readily if 
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legislation); both of these requirements are served by systems that foster 

stakeholder engagement and learning.

A key learning task is to co-create wise responses to situations that involve social 

dilemmas and trade-offs. Much has been written on workable governance systems 

that enable sustainable stewardship of common pool resources [78–80]. Graham 

Marshall has drawn on that literature and highlighted opportunities in Australia 

given governance trends in Australian natural resource management [81]. Recent 

decades in Australia have seen a move towards market mechanisms for delivering 

public policy objectives in an effort to separate politics from the on-ground 

implementation and management for desired outcomes (e.g. for on-ground action 

funded by government schemes such as the Natural Heritage Trust or the National 

Action Plan for Salinity and Water Quality). Marshall highlights prospects for 

improved decentralised structures for effective collective action.

Marshall makes a strong argument for two useful guiding principles for such 

structures: nesting and subsidiarity. The principle of subsidiarity decentralises 

tasks to the least-centralised entity that has the capacity to conduct the task. A 

nested or polycentric governance system is ‘a system where citizens are able to 

organise not just one but multiple governing authorities and different scales’ [79]. 

The blend of subsidiarity and nesting principles ensures good local engagement 

and attentiveness to local knowledge, but also enables cross-scale interactions 

so that ‘when small systems fail, there are larger systems to call upon—and vice 

versa’ [79]. Of particular interest to resilience is that polycentric arrangements 

foster a diversity of local approaches that amount to multiple local-learning 

experiments and also provide some inbuilt buffering against system-wide failure. 

Furthermore, Alford et al. [Chapter 3 in this volume] emphasised the importance 

of context: polycentric, decentralised governance is better equipped to adapt 

to local contexts. Recognising potential trade-offs between the capacity for 
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important. Working at only local or global scales, with one prioritised at the 

expense of the other, is less effective at navigating complex problems than 

maintaining a balanced capacity for both [82].
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A further advantage of working with multiple governance scales is brought to 
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‘must we wait for global solutions to climate change before taking actions at other 

scales?’ and makes a strong case for the fact that in addressing global problems 

such as climate change, relying entirely on international efforts is a questionable 

approach [83]. Internationally coordinated efforts are needed ultimately, but they 
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by governance structures nested at other scales. The perception that system-

level change requires a choice between top-down or bottom-up actions is false. 

The relevant systems’ insight to take from contrasting top-down and bottom-up 

actions is to infer the extent to which they either oppose or support one another—

those that mutually support each other have a higher chance of persisting and 

enabling successful change. These considerations lead to questions of system 

change and transformation.

Transformational change

Transformational change is more than a change in trajectory within an existing 

system, but rather a transition to a different system structure, with different 

processes, interconnections and feedback loops. Altering the set of feedback 

loops that currently reinforce an obesogenic environment is a change that would 

in turn entrain other changes at different scales and parts of the system: a system 

transformation. 

A deliberate, prescribed transformational change at the scale of the whole system 

(whatever the focal scale might be) is likely to be too expensive and risky to be 

acceptable. The change needs to be initiated in the form of experiments and novel 
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advocated by the transition approach to development [84]. Many will fail (and 

are expected to fail), and those that succeed will feed back to the focal scale and 

spread, resulting in a gradual, more evolutionary form of transformation; one 

that is more likely to be acceptable. Such a process needs help from higher scales 

(primarily government), but all too often the existing rules and constraints on use 

of support funding (drought assistance packages etc.) result in help not to change, 

rather than help to change [8]. 

Transformation vignette

The following hypothetical ‘transformation vignette’ is illustrative rather than 

prescriptive. It reaches across several sectors; when an entry point is chosen  

(e.g. transport) it naturally entrains other sectors and subsystems, all with 
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potential feedbacks and consequences of their own. The vignette starts with a 
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time and money.

Household incomes have risen over past decades and such income rises enable 

a range of options, including decreasing working hours, increasing savings 

and increasing expenditure. ABS reports suggest that of these options the 

most adopted response has been increased expenditure [85, 86]. On a daily 

basis marketing messages inform (and persuade) us on the ways in which our 

lives can be improved by spending money on advertised goods and services; 

these messages permeate our free-to-air television, appear on all pages of our 

newspapers and magazines and arrive regularly in our virtual and physical 

mailboxes. Reporting on the health of the economy looks to the retail sector and 

asserts that weak consumer spending is highly undesirable. Options for spending 

our money on material consumption are highly visible and have become a key 

motivation driving individual work habits.

ABS surveys of transport use [87] point to growing car dependence: between 

2000 and 2009 the proportion of households with no registered motor vehicles 

decreased from 11% to 8%, while the number of households with three or more 

motor vehicles increased from 2% to 19%. Of people who travel to work, 80%  

do so in private motor vehicles, while 90% of day-to-day (non-work) trips are 

also in private vehicles. The picture is that Australian households are earning 

more, spending more and commuting more: each of these factors contributes  

to a widespread experience of time impoverishment [88]. At the same time,  

our built infrastructure is dependent on energy-intensive climate regulation  

(air conditioning and heating systems), the goods we buy carry a high ecological 

footprint [89, 90], the total material requirement of the Australian population 

has trebled since 1975 [91] and our mobility patterns have been founded on 

affordable fuel and the cost-free right to emit greenhouse gases. Cumulative 

impacts of lifestyle choices on our health are well-documented and seen in trends 

in obesity, chronic disease and psychological conditions associated with stress 

and depression.

Going against these trends confronts an individual with systemic barriers. 

Choosing not to own a car confronts the reality that most work, social and 

community interactions are premised on a high level of individual mobility, 

achieved by private vehicle ownership since there are few alternatives available. 

An individual who seeks to reduce the ecological and social impacts of their 
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on price per quantity, and information such as embodied energy and water 
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requirements or the employment conditions of those producing the goods are 

generally unavailable to the consumer without considerable extra investment  

of time and effort.

The choice to ‘downshift’ and work fewer hours is perceived as risky, as those 

who work longer hours accumulate greater visible rewards (full-time income, 

more frequent promotions, more workplace recognition, higher superannuation 

savings and a more materially rich lifestyle). The result is that while individual 
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it requires a level of time, effort, foregone income and persistence that is not 

required if one simply aligns oneself with ‘the way things are’. Our social norms, 

workplaces and public infrastructure have co-evolved with individual lifestyle 

choices, and without intention such co-evolution has led to a form of system 

resilience that places subtle and surprising pressures on individual options and 

choice.

That co-evolution led to built infrastructure and social systems that are very 

successful at meeting the lifestyle choices and preferences of current and previous 

generations. What will enable social systems and infrastructure to continue 
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Australians? Needs and aspirations consistent with environmental sustainability 

and social equity include:
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dependence, urban congestion and loss of air quality
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contributions to family and community, and builds capital that can be drawn 
upon in old age
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influenced by embodied impacts of purchases (e.g. impacts such as ecological 
footprint and the working conditions of those producing the goods).

What governance and infrastructure systems could be put in place to foster a  

‘safe operating space’ (i.e. ensure environmental and health impacts are kept 

within acceptable bounds), yet enable a diversity of options for individual 

lifestyle choices within those bounds? Rather than imploring to people’s better 

nature to do the right thing, or imposing centralised prescriptions (such as 

prohibition), the aim is to create systems so that going along with the status quo 

naturally builds capitals necessary for health and wellbeing rather than eroding 

them. It would be counterproductive to require uniform agreement on beliefs, 

world views and behaviour: individual diversity, imagination and creativity are 
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vital for general resilience and adaptive and transformative capacity. We suggest a 

mutually supporting combination of top-down adaptive governance structures and 

bottom-up innovation, imagination and exploration is needed. 
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dimensions of the larger picture. We consider the potential implications of two 

key interventions: i) governance mechanisms that make current externalities  

(such as ecological footprint, health impacts or volunteer contributions) 

tangible and visible in our economy, and ii) investment in integrated city 

planning and mass transit systems that enable high levels of individual mobility 

independent of fuel affordability. Both these interventions are consistent with key 

recommendations of the Prime Minister’s Science, Engineering and Innovation 

Council report into energy-carbon-water intersection [53]:

 ! "#$%&&#'()*+%'!,- The Expert Working Group recommends that consistent 
principles for finite resource use be developed and implemented for energy, 
water and carbon. These principles will ensure that 1) markets transmit 
full, linked, long-term costs to society; 2) accounting is comprehensive 
and consistent with natural constraints and processes; and 3) markets work 
together with non-market strategies, including implementation of robust 
governance arrangements, promotion of behavioural change and effective 
regulation of use.

 ! "#$%&&#'()*+%'!.- The Expert Working Group recommends the 
development of a national Resilient Cities and Towns Initiative, to foster 
resilient, low-emission energy systems, water systems and built environments 
by focusing jointly on technological developments in supply and on 
adaptation in demand as Australia’s urban populations grow.
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Alternative transit options could facilitate greater mobility and social inclusion  

for those currently unable to drive (youth, elderly and disabled citizens). 

Increased selection for low-impact goods and services (made possible by labelling 

and pricing mechanisms that account properly for social and environmental 

costs) not only reduce harmful environmental and social impacts but open up 

employment options associated with providing such information and delivering 

goods and services that compete well on these grounds.
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of externalities such as environmental impacts of production, coupled with 

anticipated price rises in fuel and fertiliser, could trigger an increased uptake in 

nutrient recovery options from urban-waste streams for application in agriculture. 

Such changes would lead to reductions in eutrophication of rivers, estuaries and 

coastal waters that are currently the disposal sites for urban-waste streams, while 
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also renewing the viability of peri-urban agriculture (assuming that cost structures 

favour applying recovered nutrients locally rather than transporting nutrients large 

distances). Opportunities for peri-urban agriculture make possible a whole set of 

,).',$(!.# .! +&!"1++&$./3!0'-*"1/.!.,!+& /'(&!'$!1+A $!&$6'+,$B&$.(@!$&4!1+A $!

employment options, shorter supply chains for fresh produce in cities as well 

as dedicated ‘green infrastructure’ planning in cities that sees further cascading 

A&$&*.(!-+,B!6&%&. .',$!2+&01"&0L#& .!'(/ $0!&--&".(<!B,+&!",B-,+. A/&!1+A $!

microclimates, increased urban biodiversity, vegetated wetlands and riparian 

j,$&(!-,+!.+& .'$%! $0!B&0' .'$%!(.,+B4 .&+!+1$L,--<!=,,0!B'.'% .',$<!#'%#&+!

amenity values, and options for communal garden allotments).

A shift away from private vehicles and towards mass transit systems would see a 

greater emphasis on access to services within walking distances from transit hubs, 

which would increase daily levels of exercise and stimulate a greater diversity of 

neighbourhood hubs providing access to goods, services and transport. Pricing 

of environmental, health and social impacts of food would see selection against 

highly processed food in favour of locally produced food. Similarly, pricing these 

externalities in other material goods may lead to greater opportunities for smarter 

collective access to equipment such as vehicles, lawnmowers, power tools and 

specialist appliances (rather than the current emphasis on individual ownership).

These kinds of structural changes can, counterintuitively, make possible a lighter 

dependence on high incomes and associated long work hours. This last suggestion 

is a stretch and may not be realised, but based on our experience we would not 

be surprised if the experience of learning collectively how to do with reduced 

B .&+' /!",$(1B).',$! ".1 //3!'$"+& (&(!.#&! 6 '/ A'/'.3!,-!2 $0!",$*0&$"&!'$5!

/'-&(.3/&!,).',$(!.# .! +&!/&((!0&)&$0&$.!,$!B .&+' /! -=1&$"&!24'.#! $,.#&+!

),.&$.' /!",LA&$&*.!,-!+&0+&(('$%!'BA / $"&(!'$!,6&+L! $0!1$0&+&B)/,3B&$.5>!
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to a low-carbon economy in Australia show that it is unlikely without physical 

consumption levels that are roughly half that assumed in base-case modelling 

scenarios [92].

Shocks are not necessarily negative, and can bring opportunities. The Canberra 

A1(#*+&(!'$!STT8!" 1(&0!0&6 (. .'$%!/,((!,-!/'-&! $0!#,B&(>!E#&+&! +&!(.,+'&(!

-+,B!*+&!6'".'B(!4#,!1(&0!.#&'+!'BB&0' .&!/,((! (! $!,)),+.1$'.3!.,!A1'/0! !

better-quality home matching the needs of their household [93]. It has also been 

 +%1&0!.# .!.#&!,)),+.1$'.3!.,!+&A1'/0!.,!0&/'6&+!&$6'+,$B&$. /!A&$&*.(!4 (!

largely lost due to ‘the McMansion effect’ and urban development practices 

[94]. Our capacity to turn shocks into opportunities depends on existing stocks 

of capital as well as support systems we construct and maintain: insurance, 

*$ $"' /!( 6'$%(! $0!(,"' /!(.+1".1+&(!.# .! +&! ".'6 .&0!'$!.+ 1B .'"!.'B&(>!E#&(&!
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are elements of general resilience and adaptive capacity, and investing in these 

" ) "'.'&(!'$!.'B&(!,-!)/&$.3!"+& .&(!.#&!),.&$.' /!.,!.1+$!(#,"N(!'$.,!A&$&*.(>!

There is also some argument for creating shocks. Planned shocks can be a way of 

safely testing and building resilience, avoiding lock-in, and turning shocks into 

an ‘expanding cascade of good’. Examples of recent Australian planned ‘shocks’ 

# 6&!A&&$!.#&!=, .'$%!,-!.#&!J1(.+ /' $!0,// +<!.#&!B $0 .&!-,+!",B)1/(,+3!

superannuation and establishing water markets.

_&("+').',$(!(,!- +!# 6&!04&/.!,$!),.&$.' /!" (" 0&(!,-!",LA&$&*.(!-+,B!

interventions. Unintended consequences will also occur. For example, if Australia 

were to require social and environmental costs to be made explicit on trade 

imports (e.g. via import taxes or duties), what cascading impacts would occur 

beyond Australia? How would the design of such interventions interact with 

impacts on wealth distributions and trade relationships in other nations, and 

how would these impacts feedback to the Australian economy (e.g. via reduced 

demand for mineral exports)?

Narratives of transformation

System transformation is a key ingredient of living scenarios and narratives. 

Resilience analyses have a clear role to play in bringing narratives of 

.+ $(-,+B .',$!.,!/'-&<!*+(.!'$!#'%#/'%#.'$%!'$.&+",$$&".',$(! $0!1$ $.'"') .&0!

consequences, and second in distilling resilience principles in a way that makes 

it easier for them to come into common parlance. As an example, for many years 

a message from the resilience community has been to ‘embrace uncertainty’. 

Such calls risk being greeted with ridicule or scepticism unless they can be made 

tangible and relevant to people.

To this end it is useful to supplement formal scenario exercises with intuition-

building vignettes/games/models that provide the seeds for new narratives about 

.#&!-1.1+&>!E#&!+,/&!,-!&$(1+'$%!(1"#!% B&(! $0!B,0&/(!+&=&".!)/ 1('A'/'.3!/'&(!

with biophysical modellers [Chapters 5 and 6 in this volume], with resilience 

perspectives applied to draw out useful system-level intuition among stakeholders 

and decision-makers across a diversity of sectors. Examples could include:

f! WO)&+'&$"&!1$ $.'"') .&0!",$(&R1&$"&(: invite participants to choose an 
intervention in a game or model system, only to have them learn that system 
feedback loops, time lags or social dilemma situations lead to counter-
intuitive outcomes.

f! WO)&+'&$"&!('.1 .',$(!4#&+&<!1$/&((!)+&6&$.'6&!,+! $.'"') .,+3! ".',$!'(!. N&$<!
system dynamics and thresholds mean that reactive responses in a ‘wait and 
see’ mode are too late to provide any desired outcome (or available options 
are far more limited than anticipatory, preventive measures).
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ways to frame problems (e.g. participatory modelling games allow people  
to take the role of others in the system and so expand their understanding  
of factors that shape decisions by others). 

Games, models, narratives and scenarios can provide experiences that create new 

understandings and encourage exploration and innovation in the face of future 

challenges. Historical analyses are also valuable for these purposes [95, 96].

4 Conclusion: an evolving process to enable 

future options

Our vision for a sustainable and equitable Australia in 2050 draws on a resilience 

perspective that informs both the nature of the goals we pursue and the manner 

in which we pursue them. Enabling a diversity of future options is, almost by 

0&*$'.',$<! !",+&!%, /!-+,B! !+&('/'&$"&!)&+()&".'6&>!e&('/'&$"&!'(!$,.! $!&$0!'$!

itself, but rather a perspective that can offer useful guidance at a system level.

There are a number of implications for governance. Our deliberations lead 

us to conclude that the processes used to tackle problems are more important 

.# $!%&..'$%!/,"N&0!'$.,!)+&("+'A'$%!()&"'*"! $(4&+(>!l+,"&((&(!.# .!&$ A/&! !

developing, evolving understanding of system dynamics and responses to them 

(e.g. as in management strategy evaluation and adaptive management approaches) 

are required. Such governance processes can only come into being and thrive 

if there is an explicit value placed on learning. Learning crucial to resilience 

includes:

f! /& +$'$%!4#&+&!.#&+&! +&!+&('/'&$"&k&--'"'&$"3!.+ 0&L,--(<!+&A,1$0!&--&".(<!
thresholds and system limits, monitoring our relationship to these over time 
and using that knowledge to evolve priorities for decision-making and actions 
(specified resilience)

f! '0&$.'-3'$%! $0!.+ "N'$%!F ..+'A1.&(!,-!),.&$.' /!",$"&+$G!.# .!'$0'" .&!%&$&+ /!
resilience and discovering effective ways to monitor and either build or 
reduce general resilience as the situation requires

f! /& +$'$%!4 3(!.,!'0&$.'-3!4#&$!.+ $(-,+B .',$!'(!" //&0!-,+! $0!"+& .'$%!
transformation options in a timely manner. The need is not to transform 
to a specified, predetermined new system, but to identify new acceptable 
trajectories that are open to ongoing adaptations when required.
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Decision-making and actions that value learning and adaptability and are at 

ease with high uncertainty require leadership and social networks that allow 

such governance structures to persist. An electoral environment that rewards 

immediate short-term goals to consume rewards certainty over uncertainty (and 

punishes leaders who change their mind in response to altered circumstances) and 

is unlikely to foster such leadership or networks. These aspects of the electoral 

environment cannot be prescribed and planned, but investment in incubating 

environments that allow the evolution of skilled leadership approaches and useful 

social networks is possible.

Suggested strategies would draw strongly on the expertise represented in the other 

Australia 2050 workshop groups. Challenges in communication were highlighted 

throughout the workshop. Accumulated experience among many participants 

across all the groups tells a familiar story: comprehensive analyses of biophysical 

systems, scenarios for our future and well-articulated options for decision-making 

have been carefully prepared and presented to government and the Australian 

public over many decades. Some of these efforts have been publicly rejected 

(e.g. [97]), and more generally those responsible for such analyses have come up 

 % '$(.!('%$'*" $.!A ++'&+(!'$!(&&'$%!.#&'+! $ /3(&(!&BA+ "&0!+& 0'/3!.,!'$-,+B!

decision-making. This was an important experience voiced by many researchers 

in the room. 

A response to these challenges is to adopt more active, participatory approaches. 

X.!'(!$,.!(1-*"'&$.!.,!",$01".!0&. '/&0! $ /3(&(!,+!B,0&/!+1$(! $0!)+&(&$.!%+ )#(!

and ‘answers’ for people to digest, no matter how rigorous, careful and insightful 

such results are. In the crafting of decisions in response to system problems, 

delivering predetermined ‘solutions’ to stakeholders is rarely as effective as 

approaches that engage stakeholders in an iterative dialogue that enables the 

exploration of multiple perspectives and options for future trajectories.

X$!",$"/1(',$<!,1+!6'(',$!'(!,$&!.# .!+&=&".(! $! 4 +&$&((!,-!(3(.&B!+& /'.'&(! $0!

makes deliberate choices to expand the options for creating a ‘safe operating 

space’—we want to foster environmentally sustainable and socially equitable 

ways (not prescribe any single way) of living. 
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